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Bitcoin and its Legality in India 
 

KABILAN. P 
1 

 

Bitcoin is not a currency for the government it’s the global currency of the people. 

Wences Casares 

ABSTRACT 

Since the start of the 21st century, the development in the field of communication and 

information technology has been on another level. Everything has been transformed in a 

way so that we can access almost everything from our place. In recent years since the 

invention of bitcoin, the most used cryptocurrency to date has changed the virtual world 

in a more advanced way. The usage of bitcoin is universal so it makes transactions easier 

for two separate individuals or companies located at a different geographical location 

with different fiat currencies. As the transaction is encrypted it is the safest way to 

transfer the payment by the means of bitcoin and the transaction is noted in order to 

prevent double-spending. India being a developing country with one of the most 

influential economies in the world using cryptocurrencies as a medium of payment for 

transactions will decrease the barriers to the development of the nation. This research 

paper predominantly focuses on the legality of bitcoin in India. The paper also analyses 

the growth, development of bitcoin in India and the future of bitcoin in the country.  

Keywords: Bitcoin- Cryptocurrency- Fiat currency- Encrypted.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It has been more than a decade since bitcoin came into existence and programmers have 

mined about 18.5 million of them till date. The existing bitcoins are in circulation in the 

virtual world which is playing a major role in transactions at higher levels. Most of the 

transactions include purchasing prescribed drugs, electronic items and now even basic online 

grocery vendors started accepting bitcoin as a medium of transaction. According to the 

survey conducted in India, more than 80 % of the population uses a computer and about 50% 

of the total population uses the internet. A country like India with a growing number of users 

who have access to the Internet has encouraged the use of bitcoin, a common cryptocurrency 

for trading and transactions. 

Is the use of fiat currencies nearing its end? It is predicted that it will be replaced in the near 

                                                      
1Author is a student at School of Excellence in Law, Chennai, India. 
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future2. Many users online find it hard to use fiat currency transaction as it is not universal 

and there is a need for changing the currency which makes it hard for them as most of the 

people from the developing countries find it hard to exchange the fiat currency to their own 

regional fiat currency3. The transaction fee is very less in bitcoin transactions compared to 

that of fiat currency transactions. The paper essentially analyses the current legal recognition 

of bitcoin and the various risks and aspects in the handling and usage of bitcoin in India. 

II. WHAT IS A BITCOIN? 

Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency which is believed to be created by Satoshi Nakamoto along with 

a group of people. It uses peer to peer mode of transaction which is decentralised with no 

central authorities i.e. Banks to govern them4. Bitcoin is an open-source designed for the 

public so that even a person with an internet connection can get his hands on bitcoins. 

Bitcoin was created based on blockchain technology, it is a worldwide ledger consisting of 

data blocks linked by a hash pointer creating a chain5. In other words, it is referred to as 

Distributed Ledger Technology (DTL), makes the history of any digital asset inalterable and 

transparent. Any change done in any one block will change the hash in other blocks which 

completely alters the chain, this makes the blockchain system more reliable. 

The three essentials of the blockchain technology which made it so secure and 

indestructible6are: 

(A) DECENTRALISATION-   

In a centralised system most of which are banks in order to access any data or information, 

we have to be solely dependent on the particular bank. The decentralised system breaks the 

need for the third party as we can directly interact and complete a transaction, and access to 

the information is easy as everyone in the network owns it. Bitcoin was created on this sole 

ideology. Only you are responsible for your money and can be sent directly to the person you 

wish to send. 

(B) TRANSPARENCY- 

                                                      
2Daniela Gaffarena, Malta: The Predicted End of Fiat Currencies, MONDAQ (May 24, 2020, 10:05 AM), 

https://www.mondaq.com/fin-tech/800584/the-predicted-end-of-fiat-currencies. 
3 Philipp Sandner, The Impact of Crypto Currencies on Developing Countries, MEDIUM (May 24, 2020, 11:17 

AM), https://medium.com/@philippsandner/the-impact-of-crypto-currencies-on-developing-countries-

dce44c529d6b. 
4TalYellin, What is bitcoin, CNN MONEY (May 24, 2020, 11:30 AM), 

https://money.cnn.com/infographic/technology/what-is-bitcoin/index.html. 
5Jake Frankenfield, Bitcoin, INVESTOPEDIA (May 24, 2020, 

8:15PM),https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bitcoin.asp 
6 Ameer Rosic, What is Blockchain Technology? A Step-by-Step Guide For Beginners, BLOCKGEEKS (May 

24, 2020, 9:00 PM), https://blockgeeks.com/guides/what-is-blockchain-technology/. 
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The idea of a transparent transaction is misunderstood in blockchain technology. Most of 

them think that it gives you privacy, but this cryptocurrency has enabled us to see the 

transactions in an open web so that anyone can access the information. In a bitcoin 

transaction, the identity of the person is secure and transactions are doe in a public address 

assigned to them. Any person who finds the public address and the person or the company 

linked with it, the transaction can be viewed easily by tapping into the explorer.  

(C) IMMUTABILITY- 

 Once some context is entered into the blockchain it cannot be tampered or altered. This 

property is referred to as “Avalanche effect” makes the blockchain more reliable, even a 

small change in the input will be reflected in the hash and will completely change the 

blockchain. 

III. HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF BITCOIN 

We live in a decade where the use of online currencies (Bitcoin) has reached invariably 

higher heights though there has been many ups and downs in its growth.The researcher had 

tried to classify the history and development of the bitcoin into 2 periods. 

A. Pre bitcoin period 

B. Post bitcoin period 

(A) PRE BITCOIN PERIOD 

Before bitcoin came into existence the origin of cryptocurrencies can be traced back up to 3 

decades in the early 80’s period7. In 1982 a paper titled ‘Blind signature for untraceable 

payments” published by David Chaum an American computer scientist explained a unique 

form of cryptography which allowed peer to peer transaction without involving any third 

party. 

David Chaum in the early ’90s invested in his idea to bring it to practical use by creating a 

cryptocurrency named ‘Digicash’. Digicash was an Amsterdam based company, designed 

similar to that of bitcoin. This project was seen as the one that is going to change the fate of 

fiat currencies. Interests were shown by various employees, venture capital as they believed 

in David’s ideology. Within 10 years of the idea, digicash went bankrupt and David’s product 

never really made an impact. Adam Back proposed the idea of cryptocurrency similar to that 

of bitcoin in 1997 named ‘Hashcash’. 

                                                      
7Steve Fiorillo, Bitcoin History: Timeline, Origins and Founder, THE STREET (May 25, 2020, 6:18 AM), 

https://www.thestreet.com/investing/bitcoin/bitcoin-history-14686578. 
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Nearing the end of the 20th century the world saw the emergence of two cryptocurrency 

ideologies. Firstly, Wei Dai had his clear cut idea of ‘B money’ in 1998 which has the 

blockchain technology system used now in bitcoin. The proof of work the system creates 

cryptocurrency by solving mathematical computations.The second idea was put front by Nick 

Szabo named ‘Bitgold’. Nick suggested the peer to peer transfer of currency without the need 

of the third party. Bits are gained by a programmer by solving the proof of work, the last bit 

of the string is connected and used to create a new transaction. 

Both the ideas had similar technology to that of bitcoin at present but unfortunately, neither 

of them came into existence for practical use. 

(B) POST BITCOIN PERIOD 

In the year 2008, the whole world was facing a financial crisis and the infrastructural 

crumbling domain bitcoin.org was registered. Subsequently, in the same year, an unknown 

person or a group of people named Satoshi Nakamoto wrote a paper and published on white 

paper bitcoin in a cryptography mailing list. The paper dealt with a detailed explanation of 

how a bitcoin (cryptocurrency) would work. After failure made by the predecessor’s who 

failed in creating a fully functional cryptocurrency, it was a huge step forward. 

At the beginning of the year 2009, Nakamoto mined the first-ever bitcoin known as the 

genesis block. By January 9 emphasis of bitcoin software was released on the website open 

for public access. The first bitcoin transaction in history took place when Nakamoto sent 10 

bitcoins to Hal Finney, a cryptography expert and a computer programmer. In October the 

exchange rate of bitcoins was published by New Liberty Standard8 estimated 1,309.03 BTC 

to be worth 1 US dollar. According to the present value of BTC, as the researcher writes this 

paper is 88,420,100 US dollars. Before the end of the year, the second developed version was 

released by Nakamoto. 

Eventually, after bitcoins came into circulation bitcoin has had many ups and downs till date. 

Many shareholders, companies have switched to bitcoin currencies in high-level transactions. 

The dark web has also moved to bitcoin currency in the selling and buying of illegal products 

like LSD, Cocaine, methamphetamine and other illegal items. Today bitcoin plays an 

important role in cryptocurrencies which eventually lead to the invention of other 

cryptocurrencies such as ethereum (ETH), litecoin (LTC), ripple (XRP) and many other 

cryptocurrencies. There are many companies present to mine, circulate, and invest on 

                                                      
8Cos, A Selection of Key Events in Bitcoin’s History, MEDIUM (May 5, 2020, 12:11 PM). 

https://medium.com/coinmonks/a-selection-of-key-events-in-bitcoins-history-65a982c76ebf. 
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bitcoins. However, In 2011 Nakamoto logged out of the virtual world and his identity 

remains a mystery till date. 

IV. EMERGENCE OF BITCOIN IN INDIA 

As mentioned above in the research paper approximately about 50% of India’s population has 

access to the internet. Being one of the fastest-growing economies in the world, our country 

will not be the one left out when it comes to technological developments.  

Bitcoin came into practice in India in the year 2012 December and transactions were more or 

less taking place at the smaller level in the beginning. Bitcoin was at an infant stage during 

that time. But things started to change in 2013 as bitcoin started gaining popularity before 

that only crypto hobbyists only used and exchanged the majority of the BTC9. A few 

companies started accepting bitcoins in 2013. Kolonial in the worli area a pizza shop in 

Mumbai was the first restaurant in India to accept bitcoin for payment. Since then many have 

started accepting bitcoins and the circulation of BTC has increased over the years. Many 

online exchanges, ATM machines were set up in major cities in India. 

Seeing this as an opportunity bitcoin exchange platforms appeared and started to function. 

Many web developers and other computer programmers invested and collaborated with many 

foreign exchange companies. Some of the well-established bitcoin exchanges in India are 

Btcx India, Bitcoin-India, Zebay, Koinex, Unocoin10 (A Bangalore based Exchange 

Company) and Coinsecure offered to exchange and trading services in and around the 

country. 

Company of exchanges formed an association in India called Digital Asset And Blockchain 

Foundation In India (DABFI) which mainly intended to educate people about the risks and 

liabilities of investing in crypto tokens. 

The demonetisation policy implemented by Prime Minister Narendra Modi in 2016 made 

86% of the population’s currency valueless in less than 24 hours11. The policy allowed people 

to invest in bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies in order to hold their wealth without provoking 

any tax burdens and scrutiny by the Indian government. So people saw this as an alternative 

to hold their money and started buying and investing in bitcoin cryptocurrency. 

                                                      
9Mohammed Rezwan, How Crypto-currencies like bitcoin have taken roots in India, ECONOMIC TIMES 

MARKET (May 25, 2020, 10:15 PM), https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/must-read-

how-crypto-currencies-like-bitcoin-have-taken-roots-in-india/articleshow/61723643.cms?from=mdr.  
10 Shivani Shinde Nadhe, The men behind India’s first Bitcoin exchange, BUSINESS STANDARD (May 25, 

2020, 11:19 PM), https://www.business-standard.com/article/specials/the-men-behind-india-s-first-bitcoin-

exchange-114100900750_1.html. 
11 BI INDIA BUREAU, Explained: What is Cryptocurrency in India, BUSINESS INSIDER (May 26, 2020, 

6:00 AM), https://www.businessinsider.in/what-is-cryptocurrency-in-india/articleshow/70132522.cms. 
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This policy made a huge impact on the growth of cryptocurrencies in India making people 

think and comprehend the fact that fiat currency is not real money which is not backed up and 

can be tagged valueless at any time by the state. As already stated these induced people adopt 

cryptocurrencies in India, many people began to witness the growth and importance of 

bitcoin in the country and market.  

Even though India has a population of over 1 billion in which 50% of them are young below 

25 years. This is due to the less participation of Indians with such a large human economy. 

India only contributes 2 % of the total global cryptocurrency market. The prices of bitcoin are 

higher 5 to 10% compared to that of other countries. It limits the participation at a minor level 

in the International level of currency exchange. Another main reason for not able to transact 

at an international level is the restriction by the government and inadequacy of mining at a 

larger scale in our country. 

V. LEGAL RECOGNITION OF BITCOIN IN INDIA 

(A) EARLY STAGES OF BITCOIN 

Bitcoin started to popularise in the Indian market within a few years. But the Indian investors 

were uncertain about the legality of the bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies in India.At present, 

due to the lack of laws for regulating, permitting and prohibiting cryptocurrencies at the time, 

it was neither legal nor illegal. The government of India in the February 2018 budget speech12 

declared, there is no specific regulation or ban from using bitcoin but the government was not 

in favour of cryptocurrencies and ensured steps to use bitcoins will be discouraged. Citizens 

of the country are free to buy, sell and have possession of cryptocurrencies but bitcoins are 

not legal tender in India. The government of India classifies bitcoin and other 

cryptocurrencies as investments but not as a currency. Cryptocurrency is not allowed as a 

payment option in India. Investors have to pay taxes on capital gains.According to the 

guidelines by the government, 30% of capital gain is rendered from any investment in 

cryptocurrencies, and 20% where the investment is in keeping for longer than three years.For 

example, if an investor invested about 20 lakh rupees in bitcoin or any cryptocurrencies and 

made 2 crore rupees in a period less than 3 years. The investor has to pay 54 lakhs i.e. 54 

lakhs as tax to the Indian government. India needs a well organised and progressive that 

provides a framework to provide technological advancement and stability for 

                                                      
12Sajai Singh &Yajas Aravind Setlur, Cryptocurrencies neither legal nor illegal in India: Where do we stand?, 

ECONOMIC TIMES MARKETS (May 26, 2020, 2:19 PM), 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/cryptocurrencies-fears-fortunes-and-

uncertainty/articleshow/63463744.cms. 
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cryptocurrencies. 

(B) RBI BAN ON CRYPTOCURRENCIES (BITCOIN) 

The Reserve bank of India virtually banned13 the use of cryptocurrency trading in India on 

April 6, 2018. RBI did not exactly ban the use of bitcoin but regulated the banks from 

providing any services related to cryptocurrencies. Prior to the ban the bitcoin users and 

investors were given a warning regarding the risks dealing with bitcoins. All the banks and 

institutions regulated by RBI were directed not to provide any services related to virtual 

currencies. Existing service providers for cryptocurrency by any regulated institution were 

given a period of three months to exit the relationships. 

The major reasons why RBI was totally against trusting cryptocurrency14 

 To protect the interest of the investors as it is known that virtual currencies are not 

asset-based. It’s a risk as no one is responsible for the rise and fall of the value.  

 To protect the investors from fraud, as it was an anonymous transaction many people 

may use this platform to cheat. 

 It was difficult to trace the source of money due to the anonymity of the transactions. 

 Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies didn’t have an intrinsic value as they were not 

bagged by any assets. 

(C) CHALLENGE ON THE BAN IMPOSED AND THE SUPREME COURTS DECISION 

The notification regarding the ban by the Reserve bank of India was challenged by Internet & 

Mobile Association of India (IAMAI) in the Supreme Court of India. In the case IAMAI V. 

RBI15, the bench consisting of 3 judges namelyRohinton Fali Nariman, S. Ravindra Bhat, V. 

Ramasubramanian looked into the bill proposed by the legislature(but not passed), namely 

the Banning of Cryptocurrency & amp; Regulation of Official Digital currency Bill, 2019.  

The court held that this bill cannot calculate the position of the legislature. As the bill wanted 

to impose criminal liabilities on the cryptocurrency users and criminalising activities such as 

using, trading, investing, holding and selling of cryptocurrencies. On the other hand, the bill 

paved to introduce ‘Digital Rupee’ the nations own cryptocurrency governed by the Reserve 

                                                      
13Sajai Singh &Yajas Aravind Setlur, Cryptocurrencies neither legal nor illegal in India: Where do we stand?, 

ECONOMIC TIMES MARKETS (May 26, 2020, 2:19 PM), 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/cryptocurrencies-fears-fortunes-and-

uncertainty/articleshow/63463744.cms.  
14 Aashish Aryan, RBI banned cryptocurrency deals on moral grounds: IAMAI to Supreme Court, BUISNESS 

STANDARD (May 26, 2020, 7:35 PM), https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/rbi-

banned-cryptocurrency-deals-on-moral-grounds-iamai-to-supreme-court-119080801517_1.html. 
15 Internet And Mobile Association of India v. Reserve Bank of India, (2020) 1 S.C.C. 174 (India). 
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bank of India. 

The Supreme Court of India also looked into the Crypto-token regulation Bill, 2018 

recommended by the Inter-Ministerial committee contained the following proposals to 

prohibit persons dealing with activities related to crypto tokens from falsely posing these 

products as not being securities or investment schemes or offering investment schemes due to 

gaps in the existing regulatory framework and to regulate VC exchanges and brokers where 

sale and purchase may be permitted.  

The main aspects of the Crypto-token Regulation Bill, 2018, given in paragraph 13 of the 

‘Note-precursor to the report’ clearly explains that the Inter-Ministerial committee did not 

have any objections with permitting the purchase and sale of crypto-asset at recognised 

and authorised exchanges. The intension of the legislature was unclear in this matter. 

Main reason for which the notification was issued by RBI is that cryptocurrencies such as 

bitcoin might affect and rattle the prevailing financial institutions. The court after hearing the 

petitioner’s argument (IAMAI) accepted that the RBI had failed to prove how using 

cryptocurrency would affect the existing financial institutions. The Supreme Court cited its 

decision in the case State of Maharashtra V. Indian Hotel and Restaurants Association16, 

there must have been at least a small data about the harm suffered by the regulated entities. 

The court also stated that orders like the above-mentioned one to ban cryptocurrencies must 

be given a valid reason. An order without proper reasoning will not be accepted and such 

kind of orders will be quashed. The court before deciding on the issue applied doctrine of 

proportionality. 

The Doctrine of proportionality states the following: 

1. Whether the aim of this measure is important enough to justify a protected right 

limitation, 

2. The rational link between the measure and the objective, 

3. If a less invasive approach should have been used without undermining unacceptably 

the achievement of the goal, 

4. If the measure compares the severity and the degree to which it relates to its 

accomplishment on the interests of the people on which it is applicable with the value 

of a goal, the former shall overshadow the latter. 

As RBI was not able to pass the above test and show at least a small damage suffered by the 

entities regulated by it. The Supreme Court of India gave an historical judgement by 

                                                      
16 Indian Hotel andRestaurants Association v. The State of Maharashtra, (2019) 1 S.C.C. 97 (India).  
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quashing the order by the RBI and lifted the ban.   

VI. FUTURE OF BITCOIN IN INDIA 

The crypto community were involved in bitcoin transactions even with the ban on the banks 

by RBI in India. Now the Supreme Court’s decisions on lifting the ban on banks are being 

welcomed by the investors. The Indian economy is expected to grow in the near future with 

wide participation by the investors. Some experts predict that the economy of the country will 

be dependent on cryptocurrencies like bitcoin, litecoin etc. Even though the ban has been 

lifted the banks still await for RBI to direct them with a formal circular. 

There were many start-ups in the country at the evolving stage of the bitcoin, but most of the 

start-ups were made non-functional, and some even shut down due to the ban imposed by the 

Reserve Bank of India. Start-ups in the field of cryptocurrencies not only increased the 

income of the venture but created many employment opportunities which help in the growth 

of the Indian economy. It is predicted that this field would encourage more entrepreneurs to 

emerge in the country. 

There is many a chance on bitcoin being misused for buying illegal products. Still, due to the 

anonymity, most of the transactions in the dark web are carried out by bitcoin. The stance that 

the Supreme Court made clear should make RBI reconsider the rigid stance it has taken 

toward cryptocurrency and come up with more comprehensive, well-thought-out legislation 

that respects the interests of customers and other ecosystem stakeholders17. This will 

allow the future of using bitcoin to grow in a healthy way. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Is bitcoin the future of currencies in the world? Fiat currencies are in use for more than 300 

years, Britain pounds being the oldest among active currencies. Due to the secure and 

independent nature of cryptocurrencies, many people around the world have used the 

opportunity and invested in bitcoins. Bitcoin is still evolving new software the invention may 

arise in the future which is not far. The use of bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies should be 

encouraged by regulating them according to the law of a particular country; even India lifting 

its ban on banks should regulate the use of bitcoins to protect the interest of the investors and 

for the greater good the country. This may increase the participation of common people in 

transaction, holding and buying shares thereby increasing the economy of the country. 

                                                      
17 Nischal Shetty, India’s Crypto revolution: benefits of lifting the ban on cryptocurrencies, YOUR STORY 

(May 27, 2020, 9:30 PM), https://yourstory.com/2020/04/india-crypto-revolution-benefits-lifting-ban/amp. 
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Countries like America, Japan have already legalised bitcoins. Bitcoin may or may not be the 

future of currencies but the banning of them is never a good option in this digital world. 

***** 


